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Marry Your Passion and Divorce The Rest
by David Askaripour on APRIL 13, 2007 in LIFE

Last night I met up some fellow young entrepreneurs for drinks and chat here in NYC.
Ryan Allis, Adam Gilbert, and Rich were all present and we had some great
conversations about business, life, and the world.
Adam, who runs the successful and newly launched My Body Tutor, said something that
left an impression on me: I married my passion with entrepreneurship.
For years Adam has had a passion for body, health, and fitness and he finally tied that
passion together with entrepreneurship. I was ecstatic to hear how well he was doing with
his new venture and even happier to know that he is finally doing what he truly loves in life.
Search...

We all, as young entrepreneurs, have to marry our passions. Starting a business around
something that you truly don’t love is akin to cheating on your girlfriend behind her back –
not good.
Simply put, it’s betrayal. You are betraying yourself by not following your true passions
and desires. You need to find that special “something” that makes you infinitely happy,
and marry it for life.
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When you find yourself creating and running a company that you truly aren’t passion
about, you need to get a divorce. Hopefully you’ll find out sooner than later, so you may be
able to get a nice and clean annulment.
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But, if you let it go on for too long, you are going to suffer even more. And, like in real-life
divorces, not only you will suffer, but so will others. Your customers will suffer.
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Think about it: if you spend a few years building a business around something that you
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truly aren’t passionate about and then all of a sudden decide to get with the program and
start something you really love, guess who will suffer? All the clients that you amassed
over the course of the business.
Find us on Facebook

Now all of a sudden, you either end up shutting down the company or selling it to
someone else — either way, your clients will be affected in some capacity, and most
likely not to their benefit.
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So the lesson is: before you start a business, before you go to bed with an idea, make
sure that it’s something that you really love — something that you can see yourself
pursuing for a lifetime. And if you currently don’t feel that with the company you are
running, then it’s time for a divorce. Period.
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Read some related articles:
1. Adam McFarland Joins Mind Petals I� m an engineer! Well not exactly� but Adam
McFarland is and he recently quit his job to become a full time entrepreneur. You
gotta love...
2. Guru Gilbert Maketing, entrepreneurship, and ideas � Guru Gilbert is the latest
addition to the Mind Petals Community. Through insightful lessons on how to
increase the buzz...
3. Where are the Young European Entrepreneurs? It� s become so ubiquitous for
another American student or recent graduate to start a company. I� m sure if you
really though about, you can name...
4. Are Young Entrepreneurs Cold Calling? It just came to me: I hardly ever hear of any
young entrepreneurs cold calling for their startups. You know, picking up the phone
and...
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learn how to get passed the fear of death
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About David Askaripour
I've been thinking about life, existence, and truth for as long as I could
remember. When I was about 7 I remember getting a headache trying
to figure out who created God...and if someone created him, then who
create him? I love investigating and testing, taking nothing for truth
that outside my direct experience. At the age of 12, I started my own candy selling
business; it grew so large that the principal ended up closing me down (but that was
just the beginning...) Through my videos and articles, I share my journey with the world.
View all posts by David Askaripour →

Follow mindpetals
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how to find your passion
← Have No FEAR � Fear Will Waste The Entrepreneur�s Time
Sometimes You�ll Need To Prune Your Customers � Keep Your Business Positive →

RECENT COMMENTS

Meditation is the Scariest Thing in the World
Truthe Mcgee: No it isn't. Clearly your intentions are
incorrect. Seek wisdom.
Think you don't have a Passion? Think again! - Episode 3
jessica: we all have a passion? certainly it's a ubiquitous
claim, but might i ask what makes you so certain of…
Non Verbal Communication -- Language Without Words
Tom Wong: Hi, you have given me much food for thought! I
have experienced a bit of what you are talking…
I enjoy Flying and Moving things with my Mind during LUCID
DREAMS
Callum: Hey all, my dreams are becoming more and more
amazing. The most amazing one i had was this... I thought…
Learn to Observe and Overcome Stress, Worry, and Anxiety
Colin SC: I must be well on the way to spiritual
enlightenment, I haven't 'given a fuck' for ages. Mind you I…
Bamboo Dreams
David Askaripour: Hey Brother! Thanks a lot. I'm looking
forward to reading your articles too. Your blog looks like it has
a…

9 Responses to Marry Your Passion and Divorce The Rest
Dame April 13, 2007 at 10:14 pm #
REPLY

Ryan Allis April 14, 2007 at 4:55 am #
Thanks for coming out tonight Dave. It was great!
REPLY
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Michael M @ freshome April 14, 2007 at 6:51 am #
I’ve already did that. I wanted to left a comment with something I’ve
found today, about passion and dreams.See what’s about here ..
http://necromanc.blogspot.com/.....tball.html
REPLY

Girish April 14, 2007 at 5:36 pm #
Nice video Michael.
Yes there is a magic in a person persistently following his/her passion for some
purpose.
Great going guys, make sure you always remain loyal to your married partner
REPLY

Adam Gilbert April 16, 2007 at 12:43 pm #
Dave,
As always it was a pleasure seeing you and hanging out!
Keep it going my man. I’m really excited for the future of MP!
Adam
REPLY

Evan Carmichael April 16, 2007 at 2:36 pm #
Another great post Dave – it made the Young Entrepreneur Links of the
Day!
Cheers!
Evan.
REPLY

Adam Gilbert April 17, 2007 at 11:03 pm #
Dave,
Thanks again for the really kind words!
Adam
REPLY

robyn collins January 2, 2008 at 2:49 am #
I have been duly impressed with both Adam Gilbert and Ryan Allis and the
way they have implemented concepts that have brought them crazy success – and
their willingness to share their knowledge with others. Wish I could’ve been there to
absorb.
REPLY
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